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Where does this barrage balloon fit into the picture? See the fifth para below....

OUR SECRET WEAPON by John McRae, Australian Alps Program Manager
Let’s talk about monitoring which is, if you stop to think about it, a curious and rather
strange ritual. Periodically we head out into our alps armed with gauges and cages and
boxes of string, only to emerge sometime later with bloodied brows and brimming data
sheets. Back at the office, graphs are drawn, numbers are crunched and results are
discussed. Then it’s all filed away till next year.
Now let’s sharpen the view. Long term monitoring is unquestionably a scientific superhero.
Far from being some arcane ritual with no connection to operations, monitoring matters.
Monitoring gets things done. It produces evidence to answer questions, settle arguments
and inform decisions. Without monitoring we are managing blind. And here’s a good
example…
Back in the 1940s, proponents of the Kiewa hydro scheme were concerned that
transhumant grazing was causing erosion and other damage to the catchments. If this
were true, it would be a threat to millions of pounds worth of infrastructure. Dams would fill
with soil and turbines would be damaged. To answer the question, a series of grazing
exclosures were built on the Bogong High Plans and pioneering plant ecologist Maisie
Fawcett was engaged to monitor the results. It was soon clear beyond question, that
grazing by hard-hooved animals was causing erosion and damaging the catchment. It was

evidence from Maisie’s plots that informed decisions to reduce and eventually end
commercial grazing in the high country. The Kiewa scheme and later the Snowy scheme
meant that catchment health was paramount.
Impressively, those plots are still monitored to this day and constitute one of the world’s
longest running examples of ecological monitoring. Removing grazing allowed the slow
process of recovery to begin and the benefits extended well beyond electricity generation.
Next time you visit the Bogong High Plains or the Kosciuszko Main range in summer, you’ll
see one of the planet’s most spectacular wildflower displays. This is a floral tribute to
monitoring, to evidence-based decisions, and to Maisie Fawcett.

The information monitoring gives us may be priceless, but it doesn’t come easy. Monitoring
and measuring living systems in the Alps is a tricky business at the best of times. You’re
not in an air-conditioned lab with a coffee machine down the hall. Climatic extremes can be
merciless with fragile gear. Roads can be washed away limiting access. Bushfires can
obliterate anything in their path. Yes, alpine science demands resilience, resourcefulness
and innovation. And alpine scientists remind me of farmers in the way they adapt objects
for purposes they were never designed for. When there’s nothing for the job, they invent
something. A cracking example of this was back in the late 50s, when Alec Costin used
bits of barrage balloons that once protected London during the blitz to measure
evapotranspiration in alpine bogs. But I digress...
This edition of news from the alps unashamedly promotes and celebrates monitoring and
the masterful use of its results. From rabbits, to willow, to feral pigs… there’s a feast of
monitoring tales to be told. So crank up the aircon, grab that coffee and read on…

too many bunnies
This story is about how rabbits nearly won the war fought in the ACT’s Gudgenby Valley. It
is a ripping yarn – on several fronts. And it shows how monitoring proved to be a powerful
part of the arsenal that eventually (spoiler alert) led to victory. Ranger Mark Elford, played a
key role in the bunny wars. Together with other staff from Namadgi National Park he
watched their first foray falter. He - along with his compatriots - had to face the fact that
they’d seriously underestimated their adversary. What follows shows how they regrouped,
rearmed and took the fight to the rabbit. But let’s start at the beginning, in 2011…

It takes a great deal of 2cm cubed carrot (above) to carry out a successful rabbit control program: not that staff
at Namadgi National Park had to do the dicing themselves. No, all they had to do was muster at dawn following
the evening 1080 baiting session to gather up hundreds of dead rabbits (below) and left-over bait, to prevent
non-target species from being poisoned.

The Gudgenby Valley, once a 1000 hectare pastoral holding, had since become a part of
the Namadgi National Park. For the past 20 or so years, rangers have diligently monitored
rabbit numbers using the common and highly effective method – three consecutive nights
of spotlight monitoring, counted by the same person, while being driven over the same
GPS pinpointed transects. Gudgenby has always been a hotspot for rabbits, and since
becoming part of the Park, there’d been various rabbit control programs. The rangers felt
they had the edge and there was no talk of bunny wars.
Mark joined the parks team in 2011 and the Gudgenby Valley was his patch. He and
Senior Ranger Louisa Roberts were working together on the spotlight counts when they
began to notice some troubling numbers. Along transect T5 the count went from 46 rabbits
per kilometre in August 2011, to 81 in November 2012. Says Mark, “That was when we
realised that rabbit numbers were becoming a serious problem and decided to do
something. I went out on a quad bike to map rabbit burrows and over a number of weeks I
got a feel for what was happening out there. It was mental. There were hundreds and
hundreds of burrows and they were huge.” The rabbits were building cities.

And so a rabbit control program was carried out – that first battle was comprehensively
lost. Using 1080-treated cubed carrot set under cages to protect non-target species, lots of
rabbits were killed. There was also some fumigation and warren ripping. “But it wasn’t
enough: we hadn’t had a really good look at the existing data so we’d underestimated the
severity of the problem. We needed to have done much more to achieve an 80% knock
down rate and effective control.” Follow up monitoring along those 20-year-old transects
confirmed our fears. On T3 the numbers went from 53 in November 2012, to133 a year
later. “Ongoing spotlighting was disheartening and between 2013 and 14 the numbers
erupted.”
Of Australia’s feral animal pests, the European rabbit is one of the most notorious villains.
In its natural setting there are factors that naturally limit its numbers. Here in Australia the
new ‘settler’ rabbit population found few predators or tough winters. Numbers exploded and
rabbit control programs had to be invented. Why? Because rabbits eat constantly until
there is no food left for themselves or native animals. Because rabbits dig burrows which
leads to degradation of the landscape, erosion and weed invasion. Because rabbits have
an astonishing capacity to breed to unsupportable numbers. And because where there are
a lot of rabbits, other feral animals such as foxes and cats follow. They too breed up and
feast on native animals as well as rabbits. It’s a trophic shemozzle.
In the Gudgenby Valley, as well as the monitoring results and the number and size of the
warrens logged, there was also a change in the look of the Valley. “Instead of being a
natural open tussocky grassland it looked more like a lunar landscape. There was no
biomass, no grass, no eucalyptus seedlings.”
Knowing that something had to be done, and knowing that they could do it better, the team
planned a second attack. “There’s a saying, the rabbit makes the warren and the warren
makes the rabbit. The warrens in the Valley were built over years, some covered nearly
100 square metres, with multiple levels and 50 to 60 holes in and out.” The rabbit
equivalent of an apartment complex. Clearly this next control program would need to deal
with the burrows as well as the rabbits.

This project proved that sensitive ripping is possible even in boulder fields using a single tine excavator.
Bulldozers worked on the flat open areas. All located warrens were destroyed.

“We brought in a specialist pest control officer for advice and he was struck by the sheer
size of the problem.” Taking everything into account it was decided that this time round
they’d attack the whole Valley over consecutive seasons. It was mapped, carved into
transects and a plan was hatched. This would be a comprehensive, integrated and

relentless assault using biological control, poisoning, ripping, fumigation and shooting (see
recipe below). The team meant business. “It was my life for three years.”
All those carved up areas were sequentially treated, achieving the results everyone had
hoped for. “To carry out follow up spotlighting and to see almost no rabbits out there was
so pleasing. I can’t describe how happy we were to achieve that 95% knock down. It was
incredible.” But no-one is complacent. ”We’ve learned that we need to follow up each year.”
Rabbits thrive on complacency. They are out there today, breeding, digging and planning
their comeback.

Recovery is obvious when you look at these before and after shots. Things are growing and the habitat is
recovering. It’s early days but the signs all positive.

The Gudgenby rabbit control program required a considerable commitment by the ACT
Parks and Conservation Service over several years and it was a huge success. But that
success was not limited to Namadgi National Park or the ACT. In 2016, Mark delivered a
detailed presentation of his experiences to the Australian Alps Operational Workshop at
Howman’s Gap. Since then, he has also presented at a number of other regional forums.
By telling his story and sharing his experience with colleagues in the ACT, the NSW NPWS
and Parks Victoria, Mark has in effect, contributed to rabbit control programs right across
the Australian Alps. A great outcome.

recipe for Gudgenby Valley rabbit bye-bye
! in the late afternoon & early evening, deposit via a shallow plough furrow 10 kilos of two
cm cubed carrot per kilometre for three consecutive nights
! then treat 10 kilos of two cm cubed carrot with RHDV biological control and again in the
late afternoon & early evening deposit via a shallow plough furrow across 20 kilometres of
trail
! on CSIRO advice, wait four weeks to allow the virus to spread between rabbits and via
insect activity to achieve maximum knock down
! carry out routine spotlight monitoring to determine results
! follow up with more baited carrot, this time treated with 1080 over 40 kilometres of new
trails running past and linking the burrows
! to reduce the risk of poisoning animals other than rabbits, organise as many staff as
possible to arrive at dawn the next day to pick up and remove thousands of dead rabbits
! continue to collect dead rabbits for the next few days, then follow up with routine spotlight
monitoring to confirm a dramatic drop in population numbers
! spend the next three weeks ‘sensitively’ ripping the burrows, using a dozer on the flat
and an excavator with a single tine around rocky outcrops and trees; the aim is to leave
any remaining rabbits warren-less
! follow four weeks later with fumigation where necessary, then shooting forays
! then top it all off with ongoing scheduled fumigation and shooting to keep the rabbit
population under control and maintain the health and biodiversity of the Valley

no more piggy horror stories by Anthony Thomas, Project Officer, ParksVic
We’ve all heard the horrific stories about booming feral pig populations and rooted-out
landscapes across eastern Victoria, but when it comes to implementing control programs,
the stories won’t get you the funding. You need hard data, and ‘lots of pigs’ and ‘lots of
damage’ just isn’t good enough.

Feral pigs in action up at Emu Plain (Kosciuszko National Park), in January this year.

So you go out into the wind and the rain and you monitor, but you gather so much data that
you can’t shape it into a story that someone will want to sit down and listen to.
But as the feral pig problem doesn’t go away, Parks Victoria and Ethos NRM come up with
a plan: sort out all the stories from all the landholders, and collate all the bits and pieces of
monitoring data from all the staff from Parks Victoria, NSW National Parks and Wildlife
Service, Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, Department of Economic

Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources as well as the East Gippsland, North East
and West Gippsland Catchment Management Authorities.
The result is the Integrated Management Plan for Feral Pigs in the Greater Alpine National
Parks. Not a great title, but what’s inside tells you exactly where the pigs are, the damage
they are doing, and what can be done to control them specific to their location.
And all that monitoring data has helped to turn a horrific story into a manageable problem
with a plan – and it’s this plan that has provided the evidence to source the funding from
the Victorian Government to drastically increase the feral pig control works and advance
the strategic direction to get the best outcomes for the Greater Alpine National Parks.

reporting in on willow control…by Michelle Watson, Ranger, NSW NPWS

An example of montane peatlands in pristine condition. Round Mountain trail, Jagungal Wilderness, Kosciuszko
National Park.

I’ve been a National Parks and Wildlife Service ranger in Khancoban for two years helping
to manage natural areas including the montane peatlands or bogs in the Jagungal
Wilderness of the Kosciuszko National Park. The NPWS, with Saving Our Species funding,
is implementing a willow management program as part of a wider strategy for protecting
these threatened ecological communities. The overall project aims to save alpine peatlands
and fens from the impacts of emerging threats and will incorporate willow control with deer
wallow monitoring and aerial shooting of pests (deer and pigs).
What’s become apparent during my time working among the bogs and fens of the high
plains is just how vulnerable these mountain ecosystems are. At Derschko’s hut (a popular
destination for visitors to Mount Jagungal) I saw first-hand the effects human trampling has
on bogs. Recreational users would step on sphagnum moss in search of drinking water,
creating numerous paths and a well-worn channel around 20m long. The bog vegetation
had died leaving the spongy, peat soil underneath exposed and drying out.
Remedial works arrested the damage and redirected foot traffic away from the bog,
however, it demonstrated to me that it doesn’t take much to upset the delicate hydrological
balance and start the drying out process that would have led to the bogs decline. The good
news is, a recent study of montane peatlands in the high elevations stands of the
Kosciuszko National park show that despite impacts, they are in relatively good condition.
The study suggested protection of relatively intact peatlands will provide better long-term
outcomes, and will be more cost effective, than attempting to restore more degraded
systems.

While some of the Kosciuszko montane peatlands are in good condition there can be no
complacency. The explosion of willow populations in the peatlands of the Victorian Alps
following wildfire has shown how key threats interact to magnify overall effect. With known
populations of willow at Olgilvie’s Creek, Cool Plain, Round Mountain, Dargal’s Range and
Fifteen Mile Ridge, there is real potential for this to occur in the montane peatlands of
Kosciuszko National Park.

Bog damage at Derschkos Hut; the result of human trampling and compaction. Jagungal Wilderness,
Kosciuszko National Park.

Salix cinerea (sallow willow) growing in montane peatland at Round Mountain, Jagungal Wilderness,
Kosciuszko. Sallow willow growing in remote locations turn yellow in May and are visible from the air allowing
large areas of the Kosciuszko National Park to be surveyed.

In May 2018, NPWS staff started taking measures to offset willow establishment and
carried out monitoring, an aerial survey of willow trees in the northern Jagungal
Wilderness. Around 283 sites were identified from a helicopter, the seasonal yellow leaf
clearly visible in the broader landscape. Willow trees were found in or within the vicinity of
montane peatlands and were mapped for baseline monitoring. The spatial data collected
showed a pattern of spread that will be used with wetland locations to prioritise treatment
and develop a strategy for targeted weed control. Treatment is expected to begin in
December 2018.

Mapping at the right time of year highlighted to me the need to know the extent of the
problem before it sneaks up on you. Having flown over the same area numerous times in
summer when the willow trees were green and somewhat disguised, gave the false
impression of a relatively weed free environment. Following a summer treatment program,
aerial surveying planned for May 2019 will continue to map and monitor willow infestations
in new areas of Kosciuszko National Park to further extend the zone of protection given to
the montane peatlands.

snippets

THERE’S SUMMIT ABOUT ICONIC WALKS: What is an Iconic Walk? What is a Great
Walk? We know that Minister’s love announcing them and they are usually multi-million
dollar projects with lots of ribbon cutting opportunities. They often include spectacular
locations and pass through ecologically significant landscapes. This summit set about the
challenging task of exploring every aspect of this topic. Definitions, markets, policies,
planning and partnerships. It examined community engagement done well and not so well.
For park managers, this rapidly emerging trend is both a threat and an opportunity. Iconic
tracks generally mean more visitors, more infrastructure, increased maintenance demands
and of course the accelerating hamster-wheel of competition with new and existing iconic
walks. The forum was well attended by parties with expertise in iconic walks from
Queensland, the ACT, Victoria, NSW, Tasmania and New Zealand. As is so often the case,
common themes arose around stakeholder consultation and careful planning. So as with
any project, between the excitement of the announcement and the celebration of the ribbon
cut, there needs to be rigorous project management based on realistic timeframes. A
summary of outcomes for this summit is available on the Australian Alps website (click
here).
SCIENCE FORUM @ THREDBO: In May this year, the Australian Alps Program hosted
the 10th biennial Science Management Forum in Thredbo. The theme this year was
‘Evidence Based Land Management – Making it Work on the Ground’. The forum program
had a strong focus on operations and how science can better support practical land
management. There were a series of case studies presented which succinctly
demonstrated how things are being done now. These examples got people thinking and
subsequent group discussions identified some key areas for further analysis. These were
fire, catchment, invasive species, biodiversity and social science. Break out groups then
explored these topics in more depth and reported back. A strong and consistent theme
emerged from this exercise around community engagement and social licence. There was

a sense among attendees that we do things well, but explain them poorly and thus leave
ourselves open to criticism. The public need to understand what we do and why we do it if
they are to trust us and support our management actions. Proceedings for this forum are
available on the Australian Alps website click here.

As an aside, the 2018 Science Management Forum saw a gathering of five past and
present Australian Alps Program Managers. I’m not sure what the best collective noun
would be for this mob: a krummholz perhaps? There’s a word you don’t see often. The
fabulous five: Brett McNamara, Gill Anderson, Andrew Nixon, Anthony Evans and John
McRae.

TELL US YOUR STORY: We are always looking for stories to include in this newsletter.
What’s happening in your part of the Alps? If you’ve built a new bridge, or cleared a track
or installed some new signs, why not send me a photo and a few words. Maybe you just
went for a particularly fabulous walk and would like to share your experience. We accept
stories from staff members, volunteers and members of the general community.
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